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1. Introduction 
Let G be an abdian group which is written additivdy and let H, A t , . . . ,  An be 
subsets of G. If each dement  h of H is uniquely expressible in the form 
h =a l+-  • .+a , ,  a~A~, . . . ,a~A~,  
then the equation H = A x +- • -+ An is called a factorization of the subset H by 
subsets A~, . . . ,  An. In this note we shall investigate the following two problems 
due to K. Corrfidi and A.D.  Sands respectively. 
If G is a finite abdian group and G =Ax+- - -+An is one of its normed 
factorization in the sense that all its factors have the zero, must one of the factors 
contain some proper subgroup of G? 
If G is a finite abelian group and G = A1 +- - • + An is a factorization, must one 
of the factors be contained in some proper subgroup of G? 
The purpose of this note is to provide by means of an infinitude of examples a
negative answer to these problems for cyclic groups. 
Corrfidi's problem arises in connection with famous unsolved Keller's conjec- 
ture and Sands' problem is in connection with the giving all factorization of cyclic 
groups. 
Assuming that Sands' conjecture holds true for finite cyclic groups C.B. 
Swenson is able to deduce, from a knowledge of the factorization of the proper 
subgroup of G, rather complicated formulae giving all factorizations of any cyclic 
group G in [7]. O. Fraser and B. Gordon have obtained a negative answer to 
Sands' problem for certain non-cyclic groups in [1]. The next Sands' result 
presents a contrast o the previous result. 
If G is a cyclic group and the order of G has at most two different prime 
divisors and if G = A + B is a factorization, then either A or B is contained in a 
proper subgroup of (9. 
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2. Example  
Let G be the internal direct product of the cyclic groups of orders ml, . . . ,  m, 
and generators gl , .  • -, g, respectively. Assume that r ~> 3 and ml = UlVx, . . . ,  m, = 
u,v,, where Ul, v l , . . . ,  u, v, are integers greater than one. Let ~r be a cyclic 
permutation of the set {1 , . . . ,  r}. 
If H is a subset of G, then we denote by (/-/) the subgroup generated by the 
subset H, that is the smallest subgroup of G containing H. If g e G \ {0} and m is a 
positive integer and if m <~ Igl, then the set {0, g, 2g , . . . ,  (m - 1)g} is denoted by 
[glm. 
Obviously, 
G= I l., = ( [~ I~+[~]~, )=A+B'  
i= l  i= l  
is a normed factorization, where 
, ± 
A= lg, l,,, B '=  lu g k,. 
/=1  i=1  
Now we modify the subset B'. We shall prove that the subset of B'  [u~& ~ + 
u=(og~(o can be replaced by the set [~  L + u=(~g~(~+ ~ for 1~ i ~< r such that 
G = A + B will be a factorization for the arising set B from B'. (Thus 
B = B' LJ ( U=l [ u~ga ],,, + u=(,,g~(,, + g~) ~ ( U=l [ U~g~ ]~ + u~(,,g.~,,, ) .  ) 
First we prove that 
(A +1 u~g~ ] , + u~(og=(i)) N (A + [ ujgj ]~ + u=0)g~o )) = ¢ 
for i~1, l~ i ,  ]~r .  Assume the contrary, that there exist integers 
Xl, X '~, . . . , x , ,x ' ,y ,y '  such that 0~<x~, x[<u~, 0<~y<v~, 0~<y'<q and 
xlg~ +" " • + x,g, + yu~g~ + u=(og=( o = x~g~ +. • • + X" gr + y'u~g~ + U=~)g=~). 
Since i~ ] hence ~r(i)~ ~r(]). In case ~r(i)= ] if ~r(/)= i had held, (i, ~r(i)) would 
have been a cycle of ~r which has not any cycle of order two, a contradiction. If
~r(j) ~ i, then we have x~ = x'~0~ +u~0 ~ but x~0 ~ < x~0~ + u=o~. In case ~r(i) ~ ] we 
have x~(o + u~(o = x=(~ but x~(o + u~(i~ >x~(i~. 
Second we prove that 
A+[~N]~ 
for each i, 1 <~ i ~< r. 
A+[u~&~ 
+ u~(og=(o = A + [ u~g~ ]~ + u=(i)g~to + gi 
Indeed, using the fact [ & ],~ = [ g~ ],,~ + ~ we have 
+ U.n.( i )g~r( i )  = 
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= Igil,~ +Ial~ +Iu, g,],,, Jr U,n.(i) grr(i ) 
+ [ ~ ],,,,~, + u~o g~o 
= [gi]~ + [ g~ 1~, + u,~(0g~(~ + gi 
= [g i l  +[g,l,,, +[u,g,l~ +u,~(,)g~(,)+g, 
= A + [ u~g~ ],~ + u,~(og~(o + g~. 
3. On Cormdi's problem 
Consider that special case of the previous factorization, where ml , . . . ,  rr~ are 
pair-wise relatively primes. Then G is a cyclic group. Let vi be the least prime 
divisor of mi. Assume that A or B contains a proper subgroup of (3. Then we may 
assume that A or B contains a proper subgroup K of prime order. Let IK[ = p be 
a prime number. Since m 1 , . . . ,  m, are pair-wise relatively primes so there exists 
one and only one m i which is divisible by p. Obviously, K=[( r rq /p )g i ]  p. There 
exists i such that 1 ~< i ~< r and j = ~r(i). Consider the section ({~, gi}) n G (see Fig. 
3uig i 
2uig i 
uigi 
gi 
gj ujgj 2% 3ujgj 
Pig. 1. 
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1). Since kg i e A if and only if 0 <~ k < u~ and since (p -  1)rni/p >I mj/v i = u~ so 
((p -1)rr~/p)g~ K and ((p -1)mJp)g~q~ A. Thus K ~ A. Since m~/p <<- m~/vj = uj so 
there exists a k such that uj ~ k(m//p) <2u/hence  k(m~/p)g i ~ K and k(rnj/p)gi~ B. 
Thus Kq: B. 
4. On Sands' problem 
Consider the factorization G = A + B defined in 2 in that case when u~ is the least 
prime divisor of rn~ and vi >~ 4 for each i, 1 ~< i ~< r. We shall prove that (A)  = (B) = 
G. 
Indeed, since g l , . . . ,  g, e A so (A)  = G. Let i be an integer 1 ~< i ~< r, then there 
exists ] such that ] = It(i). Let us consider the section ({~, gj}) N G (see Fig. 1). We 
can see 0, u~g i +g~, 2uig i, 3u~gi , . . . ,  (v i -  1)u~g i are elements of B. Since v i 1>4 so 
3u~gj -2u /g i=u ig i~(B)  henceforth u jg i+&-u jg i=~(B)  for each i, l<~i~r.  
Thus (B)= G. Finally we can choose ml , . . . ,  rn~ in such a way that G will be a 
cyclic group. 
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